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Abstract
We study the relation between the 2-local Ramsey number R2-loc(G) and the Ramsey number
R(G), where the complement of G is a disjoint union of some complete graphs or G is a disjoint
union of some stars.
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1. Introduction
Let F;G;H be simple graphs with at least two vertices. The Ramsey number
R(G;H) is the smallest integer n such that in arbitrary 2-colouring (say red and blue)
of Kn a red copy of G or a blue copy of H is contained (as subgraphs). If G ∼= H we
write R(G) instead of R(G;G).
A local k-colouring of a graph F is a colouring of the edges of F in such a way that
the edges incident to each vertex of F are coloured with at most k di<erent colours.
The k-local Ramsey number Rk-loc(G) of a graph G is de=ned as the smallest integer
n such that Kn contains a monochromatic subgraph G for every local k-colouring of
Kn. The existence of Rk-loc(G) is proved by Gy?arf?as et al. [6]. Most of the results for
local k-colourings can be found in [1–3,5–10].
In this paper we study the relation between the 2-local Ramsey number R2-loc(G)
and the Ramsey number R(G), where the complement of G is a disjoint union of some
complete graphs or G is a disjoint union of some stars.
We can de=ne a partition P(Kn) on the vertices of Kn as follows. Let Aij denote the
set of vertices in Kn incident to edges of colour i and colour j. The vertices incident
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to edges of only one colour, say i, can be distributed arbitrarily among the sets Aij.
So every partition set Aij induces a 2-coloured complete graph in Kn.
The following result is a key tool in studying of the 2-local Ramsey number of
graphs.
Proposition 1 (Gy?arf?as et al. [6]). Let Kn be locally 2-coloured with colours 1;
2; : : : ; m. Then either m= 3 and
P(Kn) = {A12; A13; A23}
or there exists a colour, say 1, such that
P(Kn) = {A12; A13; : : : ; A1m}:
For disconnected graphs G the following results are known.
Proposition 2 (Gy?arf?as et al. [6]). For every n¿ 1; t¿ 2; R2-loc(nKt)¿ n(t2− t+1)−
t + 1 and
R2-loc(nKt)=R(nKt)¿ t=2− 1=4 + o(1);
when t is 6xed and n is large.
Proposition 3 (Gy?arf?as et al. [6]). R2-loc(nK2) = 3n − 1 and R2-loc(nK3) = 7n − 2 if
n¿ 2.
Theorem 4 (Bielak [1]). R2-loc(nC4) = R(nC4) for n¿ 2;
R2-loc(nC2k+1) = n(4k + 3)− 2¿R(nC2k+1) for k¿ 2 or n¿ 2;
R2-loc(k(C3 ∪ C4)) = 15k − 2¿R(k(C3 ∪ C4)) for k¿ 1.
Theorem 5 (Bielak [2]). If L is a linear forest with n vertices and j odd paths, then
R2-loc(L) = (3n− j)=2 + j=2 − 1.
For connected graphs G the following results are known.
Proposition 6 (Gy?arf?as et al. [6]). If G is an arbitrary connected graph, and Kn has
a G-free local 2-colouring with n¿R(G), then P(Kn) = {A12; A13; A23} and no Aij is
empty (16 i¡ j6 3).
Proposition 7 (Gy?arf?as et al. [6]). Let G be a connected graph. Then
R2-loc(G)6 (3R(G)− 1)=2	
and
R2-loc(G)¿
{
3|V (G)|=2− 1 if |V (G)| is even;
3(|V (G)| − 1)=2 + 1 if |V (G)| is odd:
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Theorem 8 (Gy?arf?as et al. [6]). For m¿ 2n− 1; (m; n) = (3; 2),
R2-loc(Km − Kn) = R(Km − Kn):
Proposition 9 (Gy?arf?as et al. [6]). Let Pn and Cn denote the path and the cycle on n
vertices. Then
R2-loc(C3) = R2-loc(C4) = 6;
R2-loc(C2k) = 3k − 1 if k¿ 3;
R2-loc(C2k+1) = 4k + 1 if k¿ 2;
R2-loc(P2k) = 3k − 1 if k¿ 1;
R2-loc(P2k+1) = 3k + 1 if k¿ 1:
For study 2-local Ramsey number of graphs we apply the characterization of a colour
partition presented in Proposition 1.
2. Investigation of the complement of disjoint union of some complete graphs
Theorem 10. Let 26 n16 n26 · · ·6 nq; q¿ 1; a¿ 0 be integers and F = aK1 ∪⋃q
s=1 Kns . Then R2-loc( IF) = R( IF), if
q= 1 and a¿ 2
or
q= 2
or
q= 3; 4 and ns = 2 for all s= 1; : : : ; q:
Proof. It is suJcient to prove that R2-loc( IF)6R( IF). Let R2-loc( IF) = t + 1.
Suppose that there exists a local 2-colouring, say K , of Kt without any mono-
chromatic copy of IF . Note that IF is a connected graph. So by Proposition 6 we
may assume that P(Kt) = {A12; A13; A23} and each of the three colours 1,2 and 3 is
used.
We show that this local 2-colouring can be replaced by a global 2-colouring with-
out any monochromatic copy of IF . First, for each integer 16 i¡ j6 3; k = i; j
and 16 s6 q, let u(k; ij) and ls(k; ij) be integers such that Aij contains a Ku(k; ij) −⋃q
s=1 Kls(k;ij) in colour k.
Let m= a+
∑q
s=1 ns and let
f1 =
q∑
s=1
max{0; ls(1; 12) + ls(1; 13)− ns};
f2 =
q∑
s=1
max{0; ls(3; 13) + ls(3; 23)− ns};
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f3 =
q∑
s=1
max{0; ls(2; 12) + ls(2; 23)− ns}:
Since K does not contain any monochromatic subgraph IF , we get the following
inequalities:
u(1; 12) + u(1; 13)− f16m− 1; (1)
u(3; 13) + u(3; 23)− f26m− 1; (2)
u(2; 12) + u(2; 23)− f36m− 1: (3)
Let us recolour K to eliminate colour 1 as follows: change colour 1 to 3 in the
subgraph induced by A12 and to colour 2 in 〈A13〉. Moreover, all edges between the
sets A12 and A13 recolour to 3 (or 2 respectively). Denote this new colouring by K1→3
(respectively K1→2). Similarly, we de=ne colourings K2→3; K2→1 by elimination of
colour 2 and colourings K3→2 and K3→1 by elimination of colour 3. Suppose that each
of global 2-colourings K1→3 and K1→2 contains a monochromatic subgraph IF in the
subgraph 〈A12 ∪ A13〉. Thus it contains a subgraph IF in colour 3 (or 2 respectively)
and we get the following inequalities:
u(1; 12) + u(3; 13)−
q∑
s=1
max{0; ls(1; 12) + ls(3; 13)− ns}¿m; (4)
u(2; 12) + u(1; 13)−
q∑
s=1
max{0; ls(2; 12) + ls(1; 13)− ns}¿m: (5)
Similarly, the assumption that each of the colourings K2→3 and K2→1 contains a
subgraph IF in the subgraph 〈A12 ∪ A23〉 in colour 3, or 1 respectively, leads to the
following inequalities:
u(2; 12) + u(3; 23)−
q∑
s=1
max{0; ls(2; 12) + ls(3; 23)− ns}¿m; (6)
u(1; 12) + u(2; 23)−
q∑
s=1
max{0; ls(1; 12) + ls(2; 23)− ns}¿m; (7)
and the assumption that each of the colourings K3→2 and K3→1 contains a subgraph
IF in the subgraph 〈A13 ∪ A23〉 in colour 2, or 1 respectively, leads to the following
inequalities:
u(3; 13) + u(2; 23)−
q∑
s=1
max{0; ls(3; 13) + ls(2; 23)− ns}¿m; (8)
u(1; 13) + u(3; 23)−
q∑
s=1
max{0; ls(1; 13) + ls(3; 23)− ns}¿m: (9)
Let us assume that each of the above cases holds.
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Suppose that a pair of f1; f2; f3 is zero, say f1 = 0 = f2. Then the sum of the
left-hand sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) is less than the sum of the left-hand sides of
Eqs. (4) and (9), which is impossible. So at most one of f1; f2; f3 can be zero.
Without loss of generality we can assume that f1 = 0 and f2 = 0.
Set u= u(1; 12) + u(1; 13) + u(3; 13) + u(3; 23).
Let b′s = ls(1; 12) + ls(1; 13)− ns,
b′′s = ls(3; 13) + ls(3; 23)− ns
and
c′s = ls(1; 12) + ls(3; 13)− ns,
c′′s = ls(1; 13) + ls(3; 23)− ns.
Note that the sum of Eqs. (1) and (2) is
u− (f1 + f2) = u−
q∑
s=1
(max{0; b′s}+max{0; b′′s })6 2m− 2
and the sum of Eqs. (4) and (9) is
u−
q∑
s=1
(max{0; c′s}+max{0; c′′s })¿ 2m:
If the above two inequalities are satis=ed, then
2 +
q∑
s=1
(max{0; c′s}+max{0; c′′s }) 6
q∑
s=1
(max{0; b′s}+max{0; b′′s }): (10)
Note that if b′s¿ 0 and b
′′
s ¿ 0 then max{0; c′s}+max{0; c′′s }¿ c′s + c′′s = b′s + b′′s .
Similarly, if b′s6 0 and b
′′
s 6 0 then max{0; c′s} + max{0; c′′s }¿max{0; b′s} +
max{0; b′′s }.
So inequality (10) implies the following one:
2 +
∑
s∈S
(max(0; c′s) + max(0; c
′′
s ))6
∑
s∈S
max(b′s; b
′′
s ); (11)
where
S = {s∈ [q] |min(b′s; b′′s )¡ 0 and max(b′s; b′′s )¿ 0}
and [q] is the set of positive integers not greater than q.
So immediately we have the following proposition.
Proposition 11. If inequality (11) is not satis6ed then there exists a recolouring, say
K3→2, such that each of the subgraphs 〈A12 ∪ A13〉, 〈A12 ∪ A23〉; 〈A13 ∪ A23〉 does not
contain a monochromatic IF , but either
(a) each of the sets of the colour partition has a vertex in a monochromatic
IF and then IF is in colour 2 and the subgraph A12 ∪ A13 contains vertices
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belonging to exactly one of the deleted parts of IF and hence |A12|; |A13|¡nq,
or
(b) K3→2 is a global 2-colouring without monochromatic IF .
Let us de=ne the new colouring K∗ by recolouring K of Kt as follows. All edges
of 〈A13〉 recolour to 2 and then eliminate colour 3 by colour 1. Note that K∗ is a
global 2-colouring. Evidently if the colouring K∗ contains a monochromatic IF then
it is only in colour 1. If the IF in colour 1 does not contain any vertex of A12 in
K∗ then K contains a subgraph IF in colour 3 in 〈A13 ∪ A23〉, a contradiction. Thus,
the IF has a vertex in A12. Similarly, the IF has a vertex in A23, else K contains a
subgraph IF of colour 1 in 〈A12∪A13〉. So in the colouring K∗, the subgraph 〈A12∪A23〉
contains some vertices belonging to exactly one of the deleted parts of IF . Moreover,
the IF has a vertex in each of the sets A12; A23, else the colouring K contains a mono-
chromatic IF .
Case 1: Let q = 1 and a¿ 2. Evidently S =?. So inequality (11) is not satis=ed.
Let n= n1. Evidently m= a+ n. If K3→2 contains a monochromatic IF =Km −Kn then
by Proposition 11 we get |A12|6 n− 1 and |A13|6 n− 1.
Let us consider the colouring K∗. Suppose that K∗ contains a subgraph IF (in
colour 1). So in the colouring K∗ the subgraph 〈A12 ∪A23〉 contains vertices belonging
to the deleted part Kn of IF and the subgraph 〈A13〉 must contain Km−n =Ka; a¿ 2 in
colour 1, a contradiction.
Case 2: Let q = 2. Let us consider the colouring K∗. Suppose that K∗ contains a
subgraph IF (in colour 1). So in the colouring K∗ the subgraph 〈A12 ∪ A23〉 contains
vertices belonging to exactly one of the deleted parts, Kn1 or Kn2 , and the subgraph
〈A13〉 must contain all vertices of the rest of the graph (the second deleted part as
well).
Suppose for a while that |A13|6max{n1; n2} − 1 = n2 − 1. Since all edges of the
subgraph 〈A13〉 are in colour 2 we have that 〈A13〉 must contain Kn1 . Moreover, n1¡n2
and a = 0, else we get a contradiction. Thus IF = Kn1 ;n2 where n1¡n2, and 〈A12 ∪
A23〉 contains all vertices of Kn2 . Hence |A23|6 n2 − 1. Then t6 3(n2 − 1). Since
R(Kn1 ;n2 )¿R(K2; n2 )¿ 3n2 we get a contradiction.
So |A13|¿max{n1; n2}= n2. Similarly we prove that |A23|¿max{n1; n2}= n2.
Therefore S=? and (11) is not satis=ed. By Proposition 11 we get a contradiction.
Case 3: Let q¿ 3. Suppose for a while that |A13|¡ |V ( IF)|. Let us consider the
colouring K∗. Suppose that K∗ contains a subgraph IF (in colour 1). Then the subgraph
〈A12 ∪ A23〉 contains some vertices of one of the deleted parts and at least two deleted
parts should be in the subgraph 〈A13〉. Since 〈A13〉 has no edge in colour 1 we get a
contradiction.
Therefore |A13|¿ |V ( IF)|. By similar argumentation we get |A12|; |A23|¿ |V ( IF)| as
well. If inequality (11) is not satis=ed then by Proposition 11 we get a K2→3 global
2-colouring without a monochromatic IF .
Suppose that inequality (11) is satis=ed.
Let us consider the colouring K of Kt de=ned in the beginning of the proof. Ac-
cording to the assumption, each of the graphs 〈A12〉; 〈A13〉; 〈A23〉 must have edges in
two colours.
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Fig. 1. Deleted parts K2 are denoted by circles, boxes, triangles and points, respectively.
Case 3.1: Let q = 3 and ni = 2; i = 1; 2; 3. Note that if each of the subgraphs
〈A13〉; 〈A23〉 contains a K1;2 in colour 3, then inequality (11) is not satis=ed (see
Fig. 1a). Without loss of generality, suppose 〈A23〉 does not contain any K1;2 in colour
3. Then 〈A23〉 contains gK2 in colour 3 for g¿ 4, else the graph 〈A23 ∪ {x; y}〉 con-
tains a subgraph IF in colour 2, where xy is an edge in colour 2 and x; y∈A12, a
contradiction.
If a6max(4; |A23|−g−4) then a subgraph IF of colour 2 is contained in 〈A12∪A23〉
and we get a contradiction. So let a¿ |A23|−g−4 and a¿ 4. Let us eliminate colour
2 in such a way that all edges between the sets A12; A23 are in colour 3. Consider
the resulting global 2-colouring K ′ =K2→3. Suppose that K ′ contains a subgraph IF in
colour 3. Let us assume that 〈A23〉 contains a vertex of the part Ka of the IF in colour
3. Then at most one of the deleted parts can have a representative (i.e., a vertex) in
the set A23 (the second vertex of the deleted part should be in A12). So 〈A23〉 contains
only two vertices of IF in colour 3 in K ′. Hence K contains a subgraph IF in colour 2
as well, a contradiction. Therefore, 〈A12〉 contains all vertices of Ka in colour 3 in K ′.
So 〈A12〉 contains all vertices of Ka in colour 2 in K . Since g¿ 4 and 〈A23〉 does not
contain any K1;2 in colour 3 we get IF in colour 2 in K , a contradiction.
Case 3.2: Let q = 4 and ni = 2; i = 1; 2; 3; 4. If each of the subgraphs 〈A13〉; 〈A23〉
contains a C4 in colour 3, then inequality (11) is not satis=ed (see Fig. 1b). Without
loss of generality, suppose 〈A23〉 does not contain any C4 in colour 3. Since |A23|¿ a+
2q=a+8 and R(C4)=6, 〈A23〉 contains C4 in colour 2. Let us recolour K to K ′=K2→3
by eliminating the colour 2, such that all edges between the sets A12; A23 obtain colour
3. Note that 〈A23〉 does not contain any C4 of colour 3 in the colouring K ′. Suppose
that K ′ contains a subgraph IF in colour 3. Note that the part Ka of the IF has at most
three vertices in the set A23. If a¿ 2 then |A23|¿ a + 8¿ 10. So we have 2C4 of
colour 3 in colouring K ′ of the subgraph 〈A23〉 in this case.
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Suppose that the part Ka of the IF has exactly three vertices in the set A23. Thus
the part 4K2 of the IF is contained in the 〈A12〉, else we get a C4 in colour 3 in the
colouring K ′ of 〈A23〉 (and it is not possible). Note that the colouring K of 〈A23〉 does
not contain any K3 in colour 2, else we have IF in colour 2 in K , and it is not possible.
So the graph 〈A23〉 contains 2C4 in colour 2 but it does not contain any C4 in colour
3 and any K3 in colour 2 if we consider the colouring K , a contradiction.
Suppose that the part Ka of the IF has exactly two vertices in the set A23. Then
〈A23〉 contains at most one vertex of the deleted part 4K2 of the IF , else we get a C4
of colour 3 in the colouring K ′ of 〈A23〉 (and it is not possible). Thus the part 3K2 of
the IF is contained in the subgraph 〈A12〉. Note that we can =nd IF of colour 2 in K .
Namely replace two deleted parts, i.e., A=2K2, contained in 〈A12〉 into two such parts
formed from the vertices of one of the cycles C4 of colour 2 in the colouring K of
〈A23〉. Then the part Ka can be created from the part Ka−2 and two vertices of 〈A12〉
representing each of the K2 in A.
Suppose that the part Ka of the IF has exactly one vertex in the set A23. So at least
2K2 of the part 4K2 of the IF is contained in the 〈A12〉 in K ′ of colour 3, else we get
a C4 of colour 3 in the colouring K ′ of 〈A23〉 (and it is not possible). If two of K2
of the deleted part have a vertex in 〈A23〉 of colour 3, then each of the two subgraphs
K2 has a unique representative in the set and the second one is in the set A12. So we
can easily change the IF of colour 3 in K ′ into a respective IF of colour 2 in K , a
contradiction. Therefore, exactly one K2 of the part 4K4 of the IF has vertices in the
set 〈A23〉. So we can change in the IF , three vertices (one vertex of the Ka and two
vertices of the K2) into three vertices of a C4 in colour 2 in the colouring K of 〈A23〉.
So we get an IF in colour 2 in K , a contradiction.
Suppose that the part Ka of the IF has not any vertex in the set A23. Then the
subgraph 〈A23〉 contains representatives of at most three of the deleted parts K2. If
〈A23〉 contains representatives of at most two such parts, then we can easily change
two deleted parts by respective 2K2 taken from the cycle C4 of colour 2 in 〈A23〉. If
〈A23〉 contains representatives of exactly three such parts, then each of these deleted
parts has the second vertex in the set A12 and we change the three parts by 3K2 as
follows: we =nd 2K2 in the cycle C4 in colour 2 in 〈A23〉 and the third K2 we create
from two vertices of the deleted 3K2 belonging to A12. Both cases leads to a subgraph
IF in colour 2 in K , a contradiction. Therefore K ′ is a global 2-colouring without a
monochromatic IF .
Directly by Theorem 10 we get the following extension of the result presented in
Theorem 8.
Corollary 12. For m¿ n+ 2,
R2-loc(Km − Kn) = R(Km − Kn):
Problem 1. Let 26 n16 n26 · · ·6 nq; q¿ 1; a¿ 0 be integers and F = aK1 ∪⋃q
s=1 Kns . Study the relation between R2-loc( IF) and R( IF) for q = 3; 4 and ns ¿ 2 for
some s= 1; : : : ; q.
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3. Investigation of disjoint union of stars
First we give an explicit formula for 2-local Ramsey number of disjoint union of
two stars. Then we present a lower bound in general case.
Theorem 13 (Gy?arf?as et al. [6]). Let a be integer and a¿ 1. Then
R2-loc(K1; a) = 2a:
Theorem 14 (Grossman [4]). Let a; b be integers and a¿ b¿ 1. Then
R(K1; a ∪ K1; b) = max{a+ 2b; 2a+ 1; a+ b+ 3}:
Theorem 15. Let a; b be integers and a¿ b¿ 1. Then
R2-loc(K1; a ∪ K1; b) = 2a+ b+ 2:
Proof. For a6 2 the result follows by Theorem 5. Thus let a¿ 3. Let t =2a+ b+2
and F =K1; a ∪K1; b. First let us consider the colour partition P(Kt−1)= {A12; A13; A23}
such that |A12| = a = |A13|; |A23| = b + 1. Let all edges of 〈A1i〉 be in the colour
i for i = 2; 3, and let edges of 〈A23〉 be coloured arbitrarily in 2 or 3. Note that
|A12 ∪ A23|= |A13 ∪ A23|¡a+ b+ 2. So there does not exist any monochromatic F in
this local 2-colouring of Kt−1.
Thus R2-loc(F)¿ t.
We should prove that R2-loc(F)6 t.
By Proposition 1 we have to consider the following two cases.
Case 1: P(Kt) = {A12; A13; A23}. Without loss of generality we assume that |A12|¿
|A13|¿ 1 and |A12|¿ |A23|¿ 1. Then |A12|¿ (2a+b+2)=3¿ b+1.We can assume
that |A13|6 a, else we can easily =nd F of the colour 1 in the subgraph 〈A12 ∪ A13〉.
Similarly |A23|6 a. So |A12|¿ b+2. Let X be a subset of V (Kt) such that |X |= b+
2; |X ∩ A12|= b and |X ∩ A13|= 1= |X ∩ A23|. Note that 〈X 〉 contains K1; b of colours
1 and 2. By Theorem 13 the graph G − X contains a monochromatic K1; a in a colour
c= 1; 2 or 3. If c= 1 or 2 then we get the result. Therefore, let us assume that c= 3
and let G − X do contain K1; a neither in colour 1 nor in colour 2.
Thus,
|A13 ∪ A23|¿ a+ 3 (12)
and
|A12|6 a+ b− 1: (13)
Case 1.1: Let q= |A23|¿ b+1. We can assume that |A12|6 a, else a subgraph F of
colour 2 there is in 〈A12∪A23〉. So q=|A23|¿ b+2. Evidently there is a monochromatic
star K1;p in 〈A23〉, where p=(q−1)=2. Let s=min{q−b−1; [q=2]}. We can assume
that
|A12|6 a− s or |A13|6 a− s; (14)
else we get F of colour 2 or 3.
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Fig. 2. |A12|¿ a− s′ + 1. Lines denote edges of colour 2.
Hence
q= |A23|¿ b+ s+ 2: (15)
Suppose for a while that s = q − b − 1. Then by inequality (14) we have |A13|6
a − (q − b − 1) and |A12|¿ 2a + b + 2 − q − (a − q + b + 1) = a + 1, and this is a
contradiction.
So s=[q=2]¡q−b−1 and by (15) we get q=|A23|¿ b+[q=2]+2. Hence q¿ 2b+4
and s¿b+ 2.
Suppose that 〈A23〉 contains a star K1; s of colour 2. Then by a − s¿ |A12|¿ |A13|
we get q¿ b+2+2s. So [q=2]¿ b=2+1+ s and we get a contradiction to s=[q=2].
Therefore, the subgraph 〈A23〉 does not contain any star K1; s of colour 2. Hence
〈A23〉 contains a star K1; s of colour 3.
If all edges of 〈A23〉 are in colour 3, then a subgraph F of colour 3 is contained in
〈A13 ∪ A23〉, because |A13 ∪ A23|¿ a+ b+ 2.
Hence we can assume that 〈A23〉 is not monochromatic. Let K1; s′ be a star of colour
2 in 〈A23〉, where s′ is as big as possible.
It can be noted that
q= |A23|¿ b+ 2 + s+ s′ (16)
and |A12|6 a− s′, else a subgraph F of colour 2 can be easily created (see Fig. 2).
Since s= [q=2] we get b+ 1 + s′6 s.
Note that by (16) there is a star K1; s+b+1 of colour 3 in 〈A23〉.
Evidently |A13 ∪ A23|¿ 2a + b + 2 − (a − s′) = a + b + 2 + s′. Thus we get F of
colour 3 in 〈A13 ∪ A23〉 (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. |A13 ∪ A23|¿ a + b + 2 + s′. Lines denote edges of colour 3.
Case 1.2: Let q= |A23|6 b. Then
|A12 ∪ A13|¿ 2a+ b+ 2− b= 2a+ 2: (17)
Since |A13|6 a we get |A12|¿ a+2. We can assume that |A13|6 b, else a subgraph
F of colour 1 there is in 〈A12 ∪ A13〉. So by (12) and (17) we get
a+ b− 1¿ |A12|¿ a+ 1 + (a− b+ 1): (18)
Hence
2b− 3¿ a: (19)
Note that for 2b − 3¡a the proof of the case is done (in this case we get a
contradiction to (19)).
We claim that 〈A12〉 is not monochromatic. Suppose to the contrary that all edges of
〈A12〉 are monochromatic, say of colour 1. (The case of colour 2 is symmetric.) Then
|A12 ∪ A13|6 a + b + 1, else a subgraph F of colour 1 there is in 〈A12 ∪ A13〉. This
leads to |A23|¿ b+ 1, a contradiction.
Let q′ = |A13|.
Note that the subgraph 〈A12〉 contains a monochromatic star K1; a−b+1 (by (18)).
Hence |A13|6 2b − a − 1 = b − (a − b + 1) or |A23|6 2b − a − 1 = b − (a − b + 1),
else we get a subgraph F of colour 1 in 〈A12 ∪ A13〉 or a subgraph F of colour 2
in 〈A12 ∪ A23〉. Thus a + b − 1¿ |A12|¿ a + 1 + 2(a − b + 1). By Eq. (19) we get
a¿ 2(a− b+1) and so a monochromatic star K1;2(a−b+1) is contained in the subgraph
〈A12〉. Hence |A13|6 b−2(a−b+1) or |A23|6 b−2(a−b+1), else we get a subgraph
F of colour 1 in 〈A12∪A13〉 or of colour 2 in 〈A12∪A23〉. We can consider step by step
this procedure looking for a monochromatic F . So we have the following algorithm.
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Algorithm
r := a− b+ 1; {r¿ 1}
c := b− r; {by (19) we have c¿ 2; |A13|6 c or |A23|6 c}
d := a+ 1 + r;
n := 1;
M := false;
while @M ∧ (n6 a− 2) DO
{A12 contains a monochromatic K1; n(a−b+1) = K1; nr}
if |A13|¿ c ∧ |A23|¿ c then M := true { we get a monochromatic F}
else
begin
{Note that a+ b− 1¿ |A12|¿ a+ 1 + (n+ 1)r and so by a¿ b;
n6 a− 3}
c := c − r;
d := d+ r; {Note that |A12|¿d}
n := n+ 1;
end
Suppose that we get M = false in the end of the algorithm. Then a − 2¡n and
therefore |A12|¿ a+1+(a−1)r. Since a+b−1¿ |A12| we get a+b−1¿ a+1+(a−1)r.
So b¿ a+ 1=a and we get a contradiction to b6 a. Hence the above algorithm gives
a monochromatic F .
Case 2: P(Kt) = {A12; A13; : : : A1m}. Without loss of generality we can assume that
|A12|¿ |A13|¿ · · ·¿ |A1m|¿ 2. Evidently |A12|¿ a, else we can recolour all edges of
the colour i¿ 2 to colour 2, and we get a global 2-colouring. Similarly, we can assume
that |A1i|¿ b for all i¿ 2. Note that if m¿ 4 then a subgraph K1; a ∪ K1; b there is
in colour 1. So we can assume that m6 3. If m = 2, the result follows by R(F)¡t
according to the result of Grossman presented in Theorem 14. Therefore, m = 3 and
|A12|¿ a+1+ b=2. If |A13|¿ b+1 then a subgraph K1; a ∪K1; b there is in colour 1
(with central vertices of the two stars in A12 and A13, respectively). If |A13| = b then
|A12| = 2a + 2, and since |A13|¿ 2, we get a subgraph F of colour 1 in 〈A12 ∪ A13〉
(with central vertices of the two stars in A13).
Proposition 16. Let a1¿ a2¿ · · ·¿ at¿ 1 be integers. Then
R2-loc
(
t⋃
i=1
K1; ai
)
¿ a1 +
t∑
i=1
ai + 2(t − 1):
Proof. Let F =
⋃t
i=1 K1; ai and let r = a1 +
∑t
i=1 ai + 2(t − 1). Consider the following
colour partition of the complete graph Kr−1. P(Kr−1)={A12; A13; A23} such that |A12|=
a1 + t − 2 = |A13|; |A23| =
∑t
i=2 ai + 1. Let all edges of 〈A1i〉 be in the colour i for
i=2; 3, and let edges of 〈A23〉 be coloured arbitrarily in 2 or 3. Note that |A12∪A23|=
|A13 ∪ A23|=
∑t
i=1 ai + t − 1¡ |V (F)|. So there does not exist a monochromatic F in
this local 2-colouring of Kr−1. Therefore, R2-loc(F)¿ a1 +
∑t
i=1 ai + 2(t − 1).
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Problem 2. Let a1¿ a2¿ · · ·¿ at¿ 1 be integers and let t ¿ 2. Characterize the se-
quences for which
R2-loc
(
t⋃
i=1
K1; ai
)
= a1 +
t∑
i=1
ai + 2(t − 1):
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